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The Southwest Oncology Group conducted a randomized trial comparing lenalidomide (LEN) plus dexamethasone (DEX; n = 97) to placebo (PLC) plus DEX (n = 95) in newly diagnosed myeloma. The immunomodulatory agent lenalidomide (LEN) was approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration for use in combination with dexamethasone (DEX) for previously treated myeloma. LEN directly induces myeloma cell apoptosis and exerts indirect effects via modulation of the bone marrow microenvironment and immune system. Results of a multicenter randomized placebo-controlled trial S0232 by the Southwest Oncology Group (SWOG) demonstrated superiority of LEN-DEX over placebo (PLC)–DEX as first-line therapy for multiple myeloma patients.

Methods

Untreated myeloma patients were randomized to either LEN-DEX or PLC-DEX, using a dynamic balancing algorithm to assign treatment. Initial randomization was stratified by International Staging System stage (1 vs 2 vs 3) and Zubrod performance status (0 or 1 vs 2 or 3). Transplantation-ineligible or -denying patients had to have symptomatic disease with a measurable M-protein, be at least 18 years old, and have a performance status less than 3 (unless resulting from myeloma). Induction therapy consisted of 3 35-day cycles of DEX 40 mg/day on days 1 to 4, 9 to 12, and 17 to 20 plus LEN 25 mg/day for 28 days or PLC. Maintenance therapy consisted of DEX 40 mg/day on days 1 to 4 and 15 to 18 plus LEN 25 mg/day for 21 days or PLC. Crossover from PLC-DEX to LEN-DEX was encouraged on progression. One-year progression-free survival, overall response rate, and very good partial response rate were superior with LEN-DEX (78% vs 52%, P = .002; 78% vs 48%, P < .001; 63% vs 16%, P < .001), whereas 1-year overall survival was similar (94% vs 88%; P = .25). Toxicities were more pronounced with LEN-DEX (neutropenia grade 3 or 4: 21% vs 5%, P < .001; thromboembolic events despite aspirin prophylaxis: 23.5% [initial LEN-DEX or crossover] vs 5%; P < .001). This trial was registered at www.clinicaltrials.gov as #NCT00064038.
reduction of DEX to 40 mg weekly was recommended. The flow of all registered patients is summarized in Figure 1.

**Initial therapy**

Baseline characteristics were well matched between arms (supplemental Table 1, available on the Blood Web site; see the Supplemental Materials link at the top of the online article). Cytogenetic abnormalities (CAs) were present in 29 of 128 patients. As of July 16, 2010, the median follow-up of live patients was 47.2 months. The 1-year PFS with LEN-DEX was superior at 78% compared with 52% for the control arm (Figure 2A, \( P < .002 \)). At 3 years, PFS remained superior for LEN-DEX: 52% vs 32%. Regardless of randomization, PFS was significantly shorter in patients with than without CAs (both \( P < .05 \)), supporting Mayo Clinic data. Overall response (partial response or better) was higher with LEN-DEX (78% vs 48%; \( P < .0001 \)) as was the very good partial response rate (63% vs 16%; \( P < .0001 \); supplemental Table 2). The superior response rate of LEN-DEX compared with DEX is consistent with data from other studies in the frontline and relapsed/refractory settings. In addition, although the overall response rate achieved in S0232 is similar to that reported with thalidomide plus dexamethasone (THAL-DEX) in 2 large trials, the superior very good partial response rate and PFS achieved with LEN-DEX underscore its greater efficacy compared with THAL-DEX as initial therapy of multiple myeloma.

OS was not different between arms in S0232 (1-, 2-, and 3-year OS values for LEN-DEX were 94%, 87%, 79% vs 88%, 78%, 73%, respectively, for PLC-DEX; \( P = .28 \); Figure 2B). This can be explained by the crossover design, the availability of other salvage therapies, and the impact early study closure had on statistical power. Early deaths (defined as death before the first response assessment at 6 weeks) occurred in 1% of patients on LEN-DEX and 3% of those on PLC-DEX. The presence of CAs imparted shorter OS in both study arms (Figure 2C).

**Efficacy of crossover therapy**

Of 40 eligible patients crossing over from PLC-DEX to LEN-DEX before study closure and unblinding of original treatment allocation, all were assessable for toxicity and 31 were evaluable for response. The median PFS from the time of
Crossover was 19 months, and the median OS was approximately 43 months (Figure 2D), consistent with experience in relapsed myeloma.14,15

Safety

Myelosuppression was more frequent with LEN-DEX (grades 3 or 4: 21% vs 5%; \( P = .0009 \); supplemental Table 3A), possibly explaining the higher rate of infection (supplemental Table 3B). The frequency of adverse events after crossover from PLC-DEX to LEN-DEX was similar to that seen in patients initially randomized to LEN-DEX induction (supplemental Table 3C). The types of adverse events experienced by patients treated with LEN-DEX in our study were similar to those reported previously.14,15,18 Consistent with previous reports, TEE occurred more often with LEN-DEX.19-21 Before instituting aspirin thromboprophylaxis, TEE occurred in 8 of the first 12 patients randomized to LEN-DEX versus none in the control arm (\( P = .0019 \)). Our previous findings of TEE reduction by aspirin prophylaxis22 were not confirmed as a TEE excess with LEN-DEX persisted after amendment (19% vs 6%; \( P = .0095 \)). Therefore, other thromboprophylaxis strategies, such as low molecular weight heparin, should be considered, particularly if any other risk factors are present or DEX dosing exceeds 40 mg/week.23

In conclusion, S0232 confirms the superiority LEN-DEX over PLC-DEX alone as first-line therapy in terms of response rates and PFS. The higher incidence of TEE despite aspirin 325 mg prophylaxis calls attention to the need for more effective thromboprophylaxis. SWOG is currently leading a US Inter-group trial S07777 comparing LEN-DEX versus LEN-DEX plus bortezomib as initial myeloma treatment, using lower DEX dosing (40 mg/week) to minimize glucocorticoid-associated toxicity.
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